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Vandals go on spree by Cliff Annicelli

Vandals broke into 31 cars parked throughout the Quarry in an early morning crime spree on Tuesday, September 1, Campus Police said.

According to Campus Police at approximately 4 a.m., they responded to the first call about a car having been broken into.

After a more thorough search, 19 cars were found to have had their windows smashed while 12 others had both their windows broken and been burglarized, said Campus Police.

One of the burglarized cars, a 1987 Nissan, belonged to Donny Stegall, a 21-year-old broadcasting major.

"It's just disgusting. This is the second time this has happened to me," Stegall said. "They (the vandals) stole my $500 Kenwood pull-out stereo, $100 worth of weight-lifting equipment and my mac card. I feel like I worked all summer to support these thieves."

Stegall is also angry at the campus police for what he feels are their apparent lack of effective countermeasures. "I understand that the police are understaffed but even the people they have don't seem to do anything to stop things. Somebody should take the heat for this," Stegall said.

Campus Police said several Blanton Hall Residents reported days later that they heard glass breaking in that area.

WMSC off the air indefinitely by Anthony Floreno and Christopher Miguel

If you happen to tune into 101.5 FM on your radio and here a strange noise that sends you screaming into the wilderness, don't worry; it's only WMSC.

But, right now, you might not hear anything over the air, because, in the words of Stuart Weissman, General Manager of WMSC, "We are off the air indefinitely."

WMSC's problems stem from what appears to be a malfunctioning "remote" which enables station personnel to turn the transmitter on and off from the station. Without the remote, the transmitter, which is located on Clove Road, would have to be turned on/off manually.

Presently, WMSC is conducting interviews for the position of chief engineer, whose job would be to watch over the transmitter and maintain the station's equipment. Weissman said, "A selection process is under way. Once an engineer is chosen and their contract and pay-roll are negotiated, they can legally work on the transmitter."

Until then, when you switch on WMSC, you'll only hear the hum of electronic equipment.

But Operations Manager Dave Oates is confident that the station's listenership is not in jeopardy. "We don't expect to lose support, he said, "cause people are still making requests. Now that's what I call a dedicated listener."

Emergency phones installed throughout campus by George Olschewski

Ten emergency telephones were installed on campus over the summer, bringing the total number up to 39. Most of these phones were installed in the Quarry lots and the Access Road.

"The phones definitely get used," said Phil Calibre, director of MSC's Campus Police. "The new ones are easy to spot. They're painted red, have red 'Emergency Phone' signs by them, and have the Campus Police logo stickers on them."

There were no specific incidents that prompted the Campus Police to install new phones, but MSC Vice-President of Finance Thomas Auch said there was one woman who called who said someone was following her and she couldn't find a phone.

"While nothing really happened to her, certainly the call of one frantic woman..." Please turn to PHONE page
The Student Center Cafeteria will be open until 10:00 p.m. until the Rat is complete. The salad bar, hot food station, and wok will close at 7:00 p.m. The grill, pizza station and deli bar will remain open until closing.

Donations for Hurricane Andrew survivors are being accepted outside the SGA office in the Student Center Annex. No perishable food please.

A Shayna Maidel, by Barbara Lebow is being performed by the Studio Theatre Series, September 15-20. Tickets are $4.00. For more information call the box office at (201) 893-5112.

C. Everett Koop is scheduled to speak on Wednesday, September 16, at 8:00 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.

---

### INTERNATIONAL

**PARIS**-German Chancellor Helmut Kohl has joined France’s President Mitterrand in an all out media blitz on French television appealing for a “Yes” vote concerning the upcoming Maastricht Treaty referendum.

French voters will, on September 20, cast their decision on the future role their country will play in the European Community.

**CHERNOBYL**, BELARUS- The World Health Organization (WHO) announced in a report this week, that, contrary to earlier predictions, cases of thyroid cancer among children in areas downwind from the site of the disaster are considerably higher than expected.

**BEIJING**- Shen Tong, student leader of the Tiananmen Square uprising, was arrested in Beijing after returning to China this past July on the assurance from the Deng government that no action would be taken against him.

Deng, who had resided in Boston for the past three years, insisted on setting up a Beijing branch of the U.S.-based Democracy for China Fund.

Deng’s decision was probably prompted by an attempt to test the government’s alleged commitment to reform.

---

### NATIONAL

**FLORIDA**-President Bush asked Congress this Tuesday for a $7.6 billion relief aid package for the victims of Hurricane Andrew. The storm, which claimed 52 lives, is probably the worst disaster in U.S. history.

The damage, which totals over $20 billion, is expected to need at least six months to a year before it can be returned to normal.

The bill is expected to receive bipartisan support.

---

### REGIONAL

**TRENTON**-丞 Arthur Seale pleaded guilty to kidnapping and shooting Exxon executive Sidney Reso in a Trenton courthouse earlier this week.

Prosecutors will be pushing for the maximum sentence of 39 years and up to $1.75 million in fines.

**MIDDLETOWN**-President Bush addressed a crowd in Middletown, NJ this week in hope for support in the upcoming fall elections.

New Jersey will be a major battleground state in the upcoming Presidential Election between Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton and President George Bush.

**TRENTON**- Governor Jim Florio and State Attorney General Robert Del Tufo announced a sweeping corrections plan to up the mandatory sentence for auto theft.

The state has seen a dramatic increase in the amount of car thefts and car theft-related violent crimes in the past years and the Governor is hoping to curb the spread.

A special prosecutor would be hired under the plan to solely handle these cases.

---

### CORRECTIONS

Due to an oversight, Class One Concerts was left out of the Class 1 Organizations in The Montclarion’s Preview Issue

---

### WEATHER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>Maybe Showers early, then sun peaks</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>Mix of sun and clouds</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>Mostly Sunny</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>Mostly Sunny</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Veterans Services moved to Financial Aid office

by Greg MacSweeney

As of September 4, 1992 you will not be able to find Veteran's Services in the Veteran’s Services Office. It’s new location is in a cubical in the Financial Aid office. As the change became known many veterans became upset because they may not be able to contact the year director, Ken Key, as easily.

"He really takes care of business on a personal basis," said Rich Adams, a veteran. "Someone, obviously, does not think that he is important.

Richard Adams along with many other students and veterans have filed a petition with President Irvin Reid, expressing their objections to the treatment of Key and the Veteran’s Service.

Key and the Veteran’s Service not only help service men and woman schedule classes and receive financial aid, but they also help returning veterans readjust to civilian life.

"Ken really takes care of us," is definately an asset to the campus community and a student. "It’s twice as fast as the other one, and it’s really smooth. One student tried to open the doors when it was still moving because he couldn’t ‘feel it moving,’" she said.

Two attempts at vandalizing the elevator’s interior walls has already been reported. "Even though the elevator is vandalproof according to the manufacturer, we still don’t like to see it vandalized," Coleman-Carter said.

The new elevators are part of an overall renovation package in Bohn Hall, which also includes new furniture for MSC’s largest dormitory. The elevator costs approximately $100,000 each.

"Bohn Hall is in bad shape and if the college wants it to be improved as planned, then Bohn Hall has to be maintained by the staff as well as the students who use it," said Professor Mathew Sadhwani. "We as college students should show respect for the campus community and a building like this, not just the walls, but the campus also.

Please turn to Grant page 4

No more climbing stairs for Bohn Hall residents

by George Olachewski

The first of two new elevators was installed in Bohn Hall over summer, with the second one scheduled to be completed by the end of October, said MSC Vice-President of Finance Thomas Asch.

"The budget is the main problem," said Lynde, "and unfortunately it might be true that some veterans may lose some attention but we can’t add anymore staff. The veterans are not alone. Everyone may be affected.

With a $5.7 million reduction in the budget by the fiscal year ‘94 all departments are reorganizing similarly. The Financial Aid Department with the expected increase in applications has moved Key into the main office not only to help with the increase in applications but also to continue as best as he can as director of Veteran’s Service.

"The student will be getting fifty dollars worth of food public service and civic duties, most distinguished of them being, ‘Passaic’s Outstanding Citizen 1951’.

According to the Martini’s nephew, William, president of the foundation, the center’s main purpose is to increase interest and heighten public policy debate in areas that are of great interest to New Jersey residents.

"We selected Montclair State as the appropriate forum for this Center, because we recognize it as being the significant institution for learning in this area," said Martini.

MSC was notified of the grant in May of this year, and Dr. William Berlin, of the Department of Political Science, has been named the director of the center. The center is currently being run out of Russ Hall. The board consists of three members, Will Berlin, Jesse Rosenbloom, and Dr. Greg Waters, and they control how the grant is used and who speaks at the center.

"This center is clearly our most important project," said Berlin.

Please turn to Grant page 4

MSC creates Martini Foundation

by Nancy Gannon

MSC received a $300,000 grant from the Nicholas Martini Foundation. The grant, which is the largest in MSC’s history, is being used to institute the Nicholas Martini Center for Public Policy at Montclair State.

Martini, who passed away in 1991, was a former Passaic, NJ mayor and councilman who dedicated his life to public service in North Jersey. Martini was elected official for 25 years, during which time he received many honors and awards for his public service and civic duties, most distinguished of them being, “Passaic’s Outstanding Citizen 1951”.

According to the Martini’s nephew, William, president of the foundation, the center’s main purpose is to increase interest and heighten public policy debate in areas that are of great interest to New Jersey residents.

“We selected Montclair State as the appropriate forum for this Center, because we recognize it as being the significant institution for learning in this area,” said Martini.

Please turn to Grant page 4

Don’t forget the potato chips and pickle spear

by Nance Villano

Alden Dining Services, the new food service on campus, has made dining at MSC a little different this year. Alden was given the job after an extensive selection process by a panel of administration and students.

"Most of the changes at MSC were physical," said Dan Leastman, president of the Alden Dining Services.

"We did a renovation of College Hall Coffee Shop to put in a deli and bakery program," said Leastman. We also did a facelift of the Student Center Cafeteria area by adding a Chinese station, bakery display cases, and an express area near the door for students who just want a quick coffee and a bakery item.

Leastman said changes also occurred in Blanton. Alden replaced the sweeney, painted, and installed a pizza oven to give the dorm students the same pizza program offered in the Student Center.

Leastman said the menu that Alden offers is twice the size of the old menu, offering MSC students Chinese food, grilled, char-grilled, deli, special entrees, baked goods, salad bar, frozen yogurt and desserts.

"Chinese food is the most popular," said Leastman.

The section of the Student Center Cafeteria that has changed the most is the deli bar. With the former food service students used to be able to make their own sandwiches. Alden has added what Leastman calls a "personal touch" by having an attendant make the sandwich of your choice and filling the plate with potato chips and a pickle spear.

Leastman says that there has been a balance of years and nays about the deli bar.

Brian Charyn, senior, said, "I like the diverse selection. The Chinese food is good. But the deli bar is much slower." Lois Gismondi, senior, also said the lines are too long at the service bar.

Leastman says Alden is working on line management and other ways to improve traffic flow. He made this analogy: "Just as the students are getting adjusted to their schedules we are adjusting also.

Leastman also said that he and his staff are open to comments, suggestions, and complaints and if there is a problem to bring it up immediately and any attendant or manager will help you. Leastman said that he wants to keep communication between Alden and the students open.

Leastman also said that there is a special offer for all new Free Flow Students who apply before September 21 with a deposit of $25 or more. When a student opens a Free Flow account with $25 dollars or more, he/she gets a cash coupon worth 25 dollars. Leastman said. The coupons in this book are in the denominations of 10, 25, and 50 cents and can be used at anytime like cash to pay for food, Leastman said.

"The student will be getting fifty dollars worth of food for twenty-five dollars," Leastman said.
SGA NEWS:
Reid spreading more good cheer
by George Olschewski

MSC stands to lose as much as $7 million in state aid if New Jersey’s state legislature continues to cut higher education funding, said Thomas Auch, vice president of administration and finance at the first SGA meeting on September 2, 1992.

MSC President Irvin Reid, and Dr. Domenica Desideriocolli vice president for student affairs also addressed the legislature. Reid said that MSC is in for rough times financially and tuition raises in the next few years are a certainty.

“Next year, the state will lose 5 percent per cent of its budgeted income,” Auch said.

“There are funds which cannot be cut by the state, so the ones that can be trimmed are, and one of them is higher education.”

State colleges were originally planned with the student population in mind. The current student population is lower than expected, which has increased the tuition while the state paid the other 70 percent. With the higher education cuts, the student’s percentage has been increased to about 35-40 percent, while the state’s percentage has been decreasing to 60 percent and is still dropping.

“Higher education just doesn’t have the priority it did back in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Jails and welfare programs get more attention,” Auch said.

Reid also said that any money the college could divert from construction has been done but the money for the construction projects on campus come from special bonds and funds specifically for construction and cannot be reallocated.

The SGA introduced a bill that would extend Class One supplemental appropriations from $2,000 or 20 percent of the total budget, whichever is lower, to $5,000 or 20 percent.

The following people have been appointed to SGA Cabinet positions: Bryan Canto, Director of Campus Security; Gary Pankiewicz, Director of Public Relations; Paul Giamboli, Director of Programming; Mildred Bovella, Director of Academic Affairs; James Cotter, Director of External Affairs.

Welcome to MSC, land of bulldozers and no parking
by Pam Colon

Ever since MSC decided to become a university the sounds of trucks, tractors, clanging steel, power, and excavators have invaded this once tranquil campus and turned it into a student’s nightmare.

From new and longer traffic routes, to less parking access, to orange fences and signs and pavement modifications on campus come from special bonds and funds specifically for construction and cannot be reallocated.

The new academic building, which will be located across from the library, has the structural steel completed as well as concrete floors. Exterior framing is in the process, according to construction documents. The building will be completed in August 1993.

Due to these two construction sites, the library and the academic building, transportation routes have been altered to free College Ave, for construction vehicles.

“the new routes are longer and more congested”, senior, Eileen Craul said. According to Kiki Williams, who in charge of the shuttle bus, the route will stay the same because College Ave

The objective for the Ratt’s make over is to create a café like atmosphere and to improve food programming and service for pizza. However renovations do not include a bar or any other alcohol service station as it did before.

Other campus make overs include building additions to McBachem Musicial Hall, Life Hall, and Calcia Fine Arts Building. The renovation work will be completed by Feb 1, 1993, Life Hall by Nov. 1, 1992, and Calcia along with renovations to existing buildings will be completed by February 1, 1993.

The security building will be completed by Feb 1,1993 and new sidewalks, signs and pavement modifications on campus will be completed by mid- September according to construction documents. Until then, grin and bear it.
DANCECLUB L O U N G E
LIVE VENUE
WORLDCLASS D.J.'S SPIN THE SMART MIX FOR PEOPLE ON A HEALTHY AURAL DIET. HERE'S A SAMPLE . . .

• RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS • CURE • JAMES BEASTIE BOYS • PEARL JAM • T99 • SOUP DRAGONS • BLACK SHEEP • BLUR • EPMD •
• JANE'S ADDICTION • THE SHAMEN • J&M CHAIN • VIOLENT FEMMES • L7 • SONIC YOUTH • SMASHING PUMPKINS • A TRIBE CALLED QUEST • LORDS OF ACID • KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND • THE STRANGLERS • 25TH OF MAY • DEE-LITE • APOPHOESIS • SISTERS OF MERCY • MUDHONEY • PUBLIC ENEMY • BARRY WHITE • RIDE • MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL CULT •
• FRONT 242 • REM • U2 • JAM • CLASH • NEDS • ATOMIC DUSTBIN • STEREO M.C.S • ETC . . .

THE LOOP IS SWIRL ON THURSDAYS M.S.C. STUDENTS FREE ADM. .75$ DRAFT

WRECKING BALL WEDS.
GIRLS ADMISSION FREE
$1.00 DRAFT • $2.00 SOL

SOUND CONDITIONED
MUST BE 21 YRS.
DANCING WED-SAT.
NO BONEHEADS!

FRIDAY - SATURDAY FREE ADMISSION BEFORE 10:30 P.M.
$1.00 DRAFT until 11:00

DIRECTIONS: JUST 10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. TAKE RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. EXIT. GO RIGHT OFF RAMP. GO TO THIRD TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN HOUTEN AVE. GO TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO B'WAY. LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

373 BROADWAY, PASSAIC PARK, N.J. 365-0807
**Prosky dies of massive heart attack**

Dr. Murray Prosky

"He was perhaps the most enthusiastic human being I ever knew," said Dr. Rita Jacobs of Dr. Murray Prosky, "from how he planted his garden to an esoteric quote from Jane Austin I needed for a class that I was giving."

Prosky, 56, died on August 17, 1992 of a massive heart attack, three months after having his second heart bypass. "His body was not meant to go on," said his wife Hope Prosky. She also said he "wanted so much to go back to work, his greatest pleasure was seeing his students grow."

Dr. Dan Bronson, a close friend who car pooled and shared an office with Prosky for 10 years said, "He was the kind of person that if he knew you, you were a friend, and if you were a friend you were family."

Prosky came to MSC in 1972 after teaching at Queens College and Seton Hall University. He attended New York University and attained his Ph.D. at the University of Wisconsin. His areas of expertise were Irish Literature, Brian Moore, and Jane Austin. A friend and colleague, Dr. Alyce Miller said, "He always seemed when you needed support or a hug. He also had no qualms, as a friend, with telling you when you were out of line."

Prosky was very active in the campus community, he was a long time member of the Library committee and had been planning to be the English Department's Co-ordinator for evening and weekend students.

Lorna Fried, a Senior Political Science major said, "He was a nice professor and he got the students very interested in what they were reading."

Jacobs said, "His energy was amazing, he always found something interesting. He had a wonderfully bizarre sense of humor. He will be greatly missed."

There will be a Memorial Service held on Sunday September 13, 1992 at 3:00 p.m. in Packer Collegiate School, Brooklyn Heights, New York.

**Periodical Librarian dies after fifteen years of service**

Bernice Jones-Trent, Director of Sprague Library, said Albert Wang was "highly professional and dedicated, he was willing to go to extremes to help people."

Wang, 57, died of an undisclosed illness on August 12, 1992 after being in a coma for several months. Wang began working in the library in 1977, and was Head of the Periodical Department since August 1976.

Born in Taiwan in 1935, Jones-Trent said Wang came to the United States during the 1950's. He received his M.S. in Library Science from Drexel University in 1969. He then attended Rutgers, New Brunswick Graduate School of Library Service and received his M.A. in Library Science. He later got his M.A. in education from New York University.

Jones-Trent said Wang was a "kind person and a good librarian."

**History major dies in crash**

by R. McDonnell

According to Thomas Cogan his son Micheal was to graduate in December and wanted to become a history teacher, just like his parents. Micheal Cogan, 24, was killed instantly when his car hit a tree and ricocheted through the front of a house on Upper Mountain Road on Montclair on August 12, 1992.

Michael's body was thrown approximately 21 feet from his car. He was pronounced dead on the scene by St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center in Paterson. His father said it is believed Michael was not wearing his seatbelt at the time, and may have been speeding.

Michael was a history major and a transfer student from Kean State in New Hampshire. He lived in Montclair and graduated from Montclair High School in 1986. He is survived by his father, his mother Joyce of Colorado, his step-mother Sally, four sisters; Carol, Beth, Kelly, and Dusty, and a brother Matthew.

**Assistant Football Coach dies at 78**

by Maureen McGowan

After 11 seasons as an Assistant Football Coach here at MSC, and 40 plus years coaching at other schools in New Jersey, Coach Anthony "Nap" Naporano, 78, died on June 12, 1992.

"His whole life was dedicated to his family and football," said Head Football Coach Enrico Giansola who worked with Naporano. "He loved people and was always willing to help," he said.

His wife Marie Naporano, said "He was just a good man all the way."

Naporano was recruited by Joe Rockney to play for Notre Dame, but Rockney died before Naporano began and he transferred to Rutgers in New Brunswick instead. Naporano spent many years coaching at Barringer High School in Newark, and was the first athletic director at Montville High School before coming to MSC.

All Langer of Sports Information said, "He was always positive, a pleasure to be around. He helped players not only become better football players, but better people."

Fred Hill, Head Baseball Coach of Rutgers New Brunswick and former MSC coach, said Naporano was inducted into both the Football High School Hall of Fame and the Newark High School Hall of Fame.

"He was an outstanding member of our staff while I was at MSC. He was our freshman coach, he did a wonderful job preparing our freshmen for the Varsity team," said Hill.
Junior dies from complications stemming from cancer cure

by Maureen McGowan

"She always wanted to go down to the shore," said Michael Giardina about his good friend Danielle LaFaso, "the one thing I wanted to do when she got better was take her to the shore." LaFaso, 20, never got to the shore, her mother and her family, even while she was dying.

Danielle, a junior, had not declared a major, but had two minors, pre-law and paralegalism. "She loved school," her mother said, "Her professors would call the house to see how she was doing. That meant a lot to her."

Giardina said, "She had a very positive outlook on the whole thing (her illness) up until the very end, then I think she knew something was wrong." He said she was very open, straight forward, and thoughtful, "She always thought of her mother and her family, even while she was dying."

Danielle was diagnosed with Non-Hogkins Lymphoma in 1990. "When she found out she had cancer, she was in the middle of a semester," said her mother, "She was so determined to finish, she often went to class with high fevers and being very sick. She finally had to take incompletes and finish the classes during the summer. She did most of the work on her own, but she made the Dean's List."

Danielle had Kemo Therapy treatments, and the cancer went into remission for two months. She then required a bone marrow transplant, where her own healthy marrow was reinjected into her body. She was placed in I.C.U. for several weeks "when something went wrong," said Mrs. LaFaso, "It is ironic that it was the operation that killed her, not the cancer which she fought so bravely."

Danielle, a junior, had not declared a major, but had two minors, pre-law and paralegalism. "She loved school," her mother said, "Her professors would call the house to see how she was doing. That meant a lot to her."

Giardina said, "She had a very positive outlook on the whole thing (her illness) up until the very end, then I think she knew something was wrong." He said she was very open, straight forward, and thoughtful, "She always thought of her mother and her family, even while she was dying."

The Montclarion was notified of Danielle's death by her mother, and the family has decided to let the world know how much they will miss her. "She was a very outgoing guy and a very good friend," said Jon Eleazar, 23, who was her best friend. Jon was a member of Riphouse, a metal scene band. In particular, he was actively promoting their songs over the air and trying to get them a record deal.

Previous to that, Jon was a graduate of Ramsey High School and a music major. He enjoyed computers and of coarse, music. Ed Purman, Jon's guitar teacher for the past six years and a good friend of Jon's, called Jon a great person, an ongoing gay and a good all around guy. It shouldn't have happened to him."

Yeggan summed it up perfectly when he said, "He was really approachable and very smart. Nobody ever had bad things to say about Jon. It's a real shame. I will definitely miss him."

Jon was a member of Riphose, a music group, formerly called Torment. Previous to that, Jon was in an S.O.D. (Stormtroopers of Death) cover band called Douche Crew. Kirk Ott, metal scene editor at WMSC, said "Jon was very supportive of the underground metal scene. In particular, he was actively promoting the band Out of Darkness by playing their songs over the air and trying to get them a record deal."

Jon was a graduate of Ramsey High School and a music major. He enjoyed computers and of coarse, music. Ed Purman, Jon's guitar teacher for the past six years and a good friend of Jon's, called Jon a great person, an ongoing gay and a good all around guy. It shouldn't have happened to him."

Yeggan summed it up perfectly when he said, "He was really approachable and very smart. Nobody ever had bad things to say about Jon. It's a real shame. I will definitely miss him."

Jon is survived by his parents, Dr. Roberto and Anne Peden Eleazar, his brother Jeremy, and his two sisters Jennifer and Jessica.

Danielle said, "She had a very positive outlook on the whole thing (her illness) up until the very end, then I think she knew something was wrong." He said she was very open, straight forward, and thoughtful, "She always thought of her mother and her family, even while she was dying."

SMARTEST, from page 1

next 15-20 years. Reid insisted that the problem had to be addressed now and that MSC should not wait for another cut from the Legislature. He offered ten considerations:

1. Possible consolidation of a number of Administrative and Academic Programs Units;
2. Reorganization of the campus to achieve better coordination and/or efficiencies;
3. Review of all Academic and Administrative Programs which may no longer be essential to our mission;
4. Possible elimination of a number of positions that are currently vacant or may soon be vacant, and possible reassignment of displaced personnel from eliminated programs to other areas;
5. Enrollment increases in areas where growth is possible — including graduate programs, weekend college, winter session, and selected undergraduate programs.

5a. And increases in class size where possible;
6. Increased activities and results in the areas of development, continuing education, conferences and special programs, and other auxiliary services;
7. Investigation of other strategies which will either reduce cost or increase revenue while keeping quality high;
8. Investigation of the feasibility of privatizing some existing services as a possible way of reducing costs;
9. Direct allocation of some telephone charges to specific units in order to reduce these expenses by a significant amount;
10. Examination of all other alternatives for achieving our broader objectives. He also said that the campus will have to make up any deficiency, some of which may not be resolved before action is required but we must take whatever actions are necessary to adjust this new environment.

DECAL, from page 1

Due to the large number of students driving without decals, traffic on the access road was backed up all the way to Valley Road at 9 a.m. According to students, there was traffic on the Access Road on and off throughout the day.

According to Maristela, over 200 students were stopped for not having a valid decals.

The Montclarion was notified of this situation by a state collector who demanded that the situation be checked out. Many students also expressed their anger over the inconvenience.

"I was really annoyed," said Lance Tarrazon, senior. "I was here early, and the backup made me late for class. I was hustled for no reason," he said.

Jon Surie, also a senior, became involved in a small dispute over the situation. According to Surie, he was made to fill out a form after he explained to Campus Police and the Bursar that he did not have a valid decal, even though it was not displayed on his vehicle.

"My decal is on the roof of my jeep, Which I did not have today," said Surie. "I was not in compliance with MSC policy,' he replied,"No, the President doesn't even know we are doing this."

Assistant VP for facilities, Thomas Stepnowski, who visited the site yesterday, made a statement regarding the situation. "Nothing was done that wasn't in accordance with MSC policy," Stepnowski said. "You must have a decal to park on campus, that policy was enforced today," he said.

Stepnowski also addressed the concerns of students regarding safety. "I hope students understand that the Bursar and the Campus Police are trying to do the job they are charged with, to provide a secure campus. Parking decals enable the Police to identify which vehicles belong on campus (in regards to theft)," he said.

"I think the situation sends a clear message to everyone that the lots are being patrolled," Stepnowski said.
USE A LITTLE
RESTRAINT WITH
YOUR KIDS.

Sometimes you just gotta put kids in their place. And when you’re on the road, that place is buckled in their own safety belts, and firmly. Do this, and your kids will be more than ready for the long road ahead of them.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.
USE A LITTLE
RESTRANL WITH
YOUR KIDS.

S U B M I T
FOUR WALLS

WANTS YOU TO GIVE US WORKS FROM YOUR INTENSE AND CREATIVE MIND

WE NEED:
POETRY
PROSE
SHORT STORIES
NON-FICTION

PAINTINGS
DRAWINGS
PHOTOGRAPHS

FALL DEADLINE IS OCTOBER 9TH
WE ARE LOCATED AT RM. 113 A STUDENT CENTER ANNEX
FOUR WALLS/ QUARTERLY IS CLASS ONE OF THE SGA INC.

MONTCLAIR STATE
*** THE COLLEGE STORE ***
Student Center Building Upper Montclair, NJ 201-893-5460

** BACK to SCHOOL **
FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

ALL
COLOR ROLLS DEVELOPED & PRINTED
ONLY......$2.99

FREE!!
2nd SET of COLOR PRINTS-4" INCH MAXI SIZE
Valid Only Sept. 8th thru Sept. 18th

*Note 2ND Set Free Does Not Apply to Black & White, Stretch or Slide Film. From Original Roll at Time of Developing.
Welcome to the first official column written by staff members of Career Services. Every other week we'll be writing about issues of concern to first year students, those nearing graduation and those in graduate school. Upcoming columns will cover topics ranging from how to deal with family pressure when selecting a major or career direction to why people who get interviews still don't get hired. Please feel free to write us a note about issues that concern you and mail it to or drop it off in Career Services, Student Center Annex 104.

All of us are aware that the recession is having a negative effect on the job market. Even in a weak job market, however, smart job hunters continue to be hired. How do they do it when the number of positions available seems to decrease continually? The answer is simple: they have learned how to network.

Networking has always been an effective way of finding what we want and most of us do it without much thought. We call on our contacts to find the "best" professor, someone who needs a roommate and the kindest dentist. The same technique can be used effectively to find a job, and when times are bad, it is a technique that all students should plan to use. Think of your network as a kind of web made up of people you know and all the people they know. Perhaps the people you know cannot help you get the information that can lead to a job. But, if you travel across your web to other people, you can make the connections you need. If the technique works in one area of your life that is less important, why not try it when you are searching for something that really matters?

College students in particular should learn to network early in order to ease career decision making and later job hunting. "Early" means as soon as you can. If you are first starting college, your network can help you get information about what its like to work in fields you want to explore. Using your network can also help you to find a summer job to test out whether your interest in becoming a journalist, for example, is real. If you are ready to graduate, your network can help you learn about what is going on inside organizations and companies. Such information can also lead you to the professional position you want. Whenever you are in your education, start building your network now.

1. Begin by creating a list of everyone you know or have known. Include all high school and college friends, relatives, teachers, past and present employers, doctors, dentists, people whom you see briefly but regularly (such as your dry cleaner or minister or rabbi). Try to list at least a hundred names.

2. Contact each of these people to let them know that you are interested in gathering information about what it’s like to be at(n) and you’re wondering if they know anyone you can talk to.

3. Focus your request on the need for information rather than the need for a job. Obviously your barber cannot hire you for a job in advertising, but there is every likelihood that one of his customers works in that field and might be glad to talk to you.

4. Career Services can offer you 375 alum who will be glad to talk to you. Working in a wide variety of settings and occupations, these good people understand the value of networking and have volunteered to help MSC students gather information about the world of work. Stop in the office to call these alums.

5. Once you have a contact’s name, be sure to have a prepared list of questions to ask which will help you to learn about the careers you are exploring. Our next column will provide you with a list of questions to use when you are interviewing for information. But, if you want to get started immediately, come to the office and ask for the list.

The value of networking

by L.T. Horton

Zeta Kappa to be officially installed

by Dawn DiBacco

The MSC Pan-Hellenic Association will add one more national sorority to the list.

On September 19, the Zeta Kappa Chapter of Sigma Sigma Sigma National Sorority will be officially installed. This chapter at MSC will be the fastest colony to seek National affiliation. The first step was to get the approval of the MSC Pan-Hellenic Association. This was done and approved unanimously. Then, it was time to choose the right National Sorority. After investigating twenty-three National Pan-Hellenic Sororities, Iota Gamma Xi became Sigma Sigma Sigma Colony.

Sigma Sigma Sigma will be sending five national officers to stay until October 4.

The Installation Banquet will be on September 20 at Town & Campus in West Orange.
Welcome back, I suppose. Rumors of my graduation have been greatly exaggerated. So again, I bring you this column of bitter, hallucinogenic, self-absorbed humor every other week (they give me a week off to pollute my body). To wrap up last year, for those of you who dropped in, alas, the apocalypse did not come as expected. Also, although I spied the enchanting girl with the china doll’s face and pre-pubescent, snot nosed, overly enthusiastic humanoids who roam the campus in search of the mythical college experience, I would not be able to keep his jelly-like body erect long enough for the freshman to spear him. The last thing to recognize is that poses the inevitable question, “How was your summer?”

Every year, around this time, some hapless student will fall victim to a disease that afflicts even the strongest of minds. Acute Involuntary Howsummer Syndrome, as it is referred to in the medical kingdom, strikes young adults between the ages of 18-25 and turns them into blubbering, drooling, nose-picking idiots. Last year, some guy flipped out completely. Seems about a dozen acquaintances asked him the deadly question: “How was your summer?” He tried to shove his saline cracker as soon as you got to the chapter on liver disease. Various administrative puppets will make you steadfastly believe that they are your best buddies: “Hi, I’m Dean Martin! Please to meet you, come talk to me anytime.”

“Surprise! This will not be the case once you get busted for throwing domesticated animals from the 10th floor of Bohn Hall. And certainly your dreams of obtaining a 4.0 this semester will be quickly dashed and discarded once you come to the startling realization that it is far easier to lift a beer to the mouth than a pen to paper...

I'm an incoming student. I think I will stay to see how it is.

Jannis Wong
Freshman,
Biology

No, it’s not that expensive compared to other campuses. Also, it’s convenient, because I work near here.

Anna Gardes
Graduate student,
Business Education

Yes, it would be a turnover and would upset me. I think it would make people change their minds.

Daniel Ceziabur
Sophomore,
Industrial Technology

Above all, we must be alert in September. You may have been... DO NOT BE FOOLED!! Your defense mechanisms should be on high alert in September. You will be coaxed into believing that your 8 o’clock class is supposed to last 3 hours will always get out 2 hours and 45 minutes early. Those exciting and thought provoking lectures in Anatomy of the Platypus will become as withered and dry as a Saline cracker as soon as you get to the chapter on liver disease. Various administrative puppets will make you steadfastly believe that they are your best buddies: “Hi, I’m Dean Martin! Please to meet you, come talk to me anytime.”

“Surprise! This will not be the case once you get busted for throwing domesticated animals from the 10th floor of Bohn Hall. And certainly your dreams of obtaining a 4.0 this semester will be quickly dashed and discarded once you come to the startling realization that it is far easier to lift a beer to the mouth than a pen to paper...

Whoop-te-do! We’re back in school. God help us all.

However pleasant and invigorating your first week of school may have been... DO NOT BE FOOLED!! Your defense mechanisms should be on high alert in September. You will be coaxed into believing that your 8 o’clock class is supposed to last 3 hours will always get out 2 hours and 45 minutes early. Those exciting and thought provoking lectures in Anatomy of the Platypus will become as withered and dry as a Saline cracker as soon as you get to the chapter on liver disease. Various administrative puppets will make you steadfastly believe that they are your best buddies: “Hi, I’m Dean Martin! Please to meet you, come talk to me anytime.”

“Surprise! This will not be the case once you get busted for throwing domesticated animals from the 10th floor of Bohn Hall. And certainly your dreams of obtaining a 4.0 this semester will be quickly dashed and discarded once you come to the startling realization that it is far easier to lift a beer to the mouth than a pen to paper...

I’m an incoming student. I think I will stay to see how it is.

Jannis Wong
Freshman,
Biology

No, it’s not that expensive compared to other campuses. Also, it’s convenient, because I work near here.

Anna Gardes
Graduate student,
Business Education

Yes, it would be a turnover and would upset me. I think it would make people change their minds.

Daniel Ceziabur
Sophomore,
Industrial Technology

Due to the financial situation of MSC, if there was a significant increase in tuition would you transfer to another college?

CAMPUS: The Community Speaks
****NoteWorthys****

An informative workshop will help parents and professionals understand the three types of tests used to monitor student performance. "Testing: 1,2,3" will be presented by Priscilla Vail on September 24, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. at the Saddle Brook Marriott, Garden State Parkway at I-80. This free evening is sponsored by Vietnam Veterans' Children. For information, call Kristin Retlin at (201) 672-3800.

The New Jersey Society of Certified Public Accountants (NJSCPA) will host its Annual Internship Open House for college accounting students on Friday, September 18 from 3:00 to 7:00 p.m. at The NJSCPA Headquarters, 425 Eagle Rock Avenue, Roseland. The informal gathering will give students the opportunity to meet representatives from accounting firms and corporations seeking interns. For more information, call Pamela Iovino from Public Relations at (201) 226-4494.

---

**The lots may be full, but The Montclarion's not!**

Plenty of positions still available!

893-5169

---

**MODELS NEEDED**

FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

No Experience Necessary

Look your best and get a FREE copy of every picture.

Call and leave a message

(201) 942-1179

---

**Attention Students**

BOOK BUY BACK ENDS SEPTEMBER 15th!!

Merchandise must be in original condition. Receipts Required.

---

**RUSH DELTA CHI**

9/12 RUSH BBQ AT 1:00 - ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT!

9/14 MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 8:30 AT HOUSE

DELTA CHI HOUSE -1068 VALLEY ROAD
CALL CHRIS AT 893-5007 OR HOUSE AT 746-8140
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Merchandise must be in original condition. Receipts Required.
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9/14 MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 8:30 AT HOUSE
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**MODELS NEEDED**

FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

No Experience Necessary

Look your best and get a FREE copy of every picture.

Call and leave a message

(201) 942-1179

---

**Attention Students**

BOOK BUY BACK ENDS SEPTEMBER 15th!!

Merchandise must be in original condition. Receipts Required.
• Septmber 5th, 9pm
"BACK TO SCHOOL PARTY!!!"
contact a member of AXP
for directions.

• September 13th, 4pm
"BBQ in BLANTON HALL QUAD"

• September 19th, 9pm
If you missed the first one,
don't miss "CROW PARTY II"
Meet in the BLANTON HALL LOBBY

For more information call
Dan at 450-0385

ALPHA CHI RHO
NATIONAL FRATERNITY
UPCOMING RUSH EVENTS:

- "CASINO NITE!!"
- "SOFIBALL tournament !!!"
- "BBQ in BLANTON HALL QUAD"
- "DANCECLUB"
Buy one of these.

Get all of these.

Get over 400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the Apple® Macintosh® computers shown above at our best prices ever. And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 — and only at your authorized Apple campus reseller.

The Macintosh Student Aid Package. 

For further information visit 

The College Store Lower Level — Student Center Building

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Course is copyrighted software licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. PowerBook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. The Random House Thesaurus is a trademark of Random House, Inc. The American Heritage Dictionary and Roget II: The New Thesaurus, CorrectWright, Calendar Creator, and ResuméWriter are the products of (and are trademarks of) The American Heritage Publishing Company. American Heritage is a trademark of American Heritage Publishing Company, Inc. All product names are the trademarks of their respective holders. Offer good on the Macintosh PowerBook 145 4/40 configuration only. All qualifying computers come preloaded with software and electronic versions of instructions. Disks and printed manuals are not included in this offer.

College Life Union Board is proud to announce

HOMECOMING '92

October 12 - 17

PARADE AND SECURITY MEETING: Monday, September 21, 1992 at 5:00 pm in Room 417 in the Student Center

KING AND QUEEN APPLICANT MEETING: Monday, September 28, 1992 at 5:00 pm in Room 417 in the Student Center

Parade applications and contracts due no later than Friday, October 9, 1992 at 12:00 pm in the CLUB Office.

Tapes and descriptions for parade due no later than Monday, October 12, 1992 at 12:00 pm in the CLUB Office (Room 112D in the Student Center).

ANY QUESTIONS, CALL 893-5232 and mark your calendars!

CLUB is a Class One Organization of the Student Government Association
EDITORIAL

So much for higher education

Many college officials were very weary about what the impact that the state’s new tight fiscal budget would be on New Jersey's state colleges. Governor Jim Florio called the state budget passed in July as a “hatchet job” and a “wrecking ball” that will “slam the door shut” for some students. After reviewing the transcript of concerning President Reid’s annual ‘Welcome Back’ address on the state of MSC’s future fiscal conditions, Mr. Florio’s assessment may not have been that far off.

In his address, President Reid contended that a loss in funding of $3.5 million to MSC would have a serious effect on the school’s ability to function properly. Furthermore, Reid added that the college will most likely have to make drastic and unpopular decisions to make up the shortfall.

The Tuition Stabilization Incentive Program (T.S.I.P.) was created with bipartisan support in Trenton this summer. It guarantees a reimbursement of funds for all New Jersey state colleges that maintains a tuition hike that is no higher than 4.5% each year. Although MSC was granted $1.4 million for holding last year’s tuition increase at 4.5%, the lowest in the past seven years, Reid contended that the institution received a net loss in total funding because of slashes in appropriations for interdepartmental accounts.

Reid argued, in a letter to the editor in the July 6th edition of The Star Ledger, that these cuts will “require the institutions to pay for Social Security and other benefits which historically have been the responsibility of the state.”

So what does this mean for MSC students? It imminently looks like a no win situation. It would mean a virtual freeze on vacant positions and maintenance of buildings, reduced hours for the library and other college offices, as well as cutbacks in student services and academic support programs. To show the magnitude of these cuts, Reid pointed out in the same letter that “Alternatively, to make up the difference we would have to eliminate more than 300 classes, leaving nearly 5,500 students without courses they need for their education.”

The upcoming year for MSC looks like the year of tough choices that will unquestionably anger parts of the campus community. However, now is not the time for infighting and finger pointing. What it should be is a time for unity, where the administration, the faculty, and student leaders get together to make the difficult decisions that this college will need to make.

Yet, it’s truly sad in the final analysis, as it often seems to be, that it will be the good, hard-working, modest income students who will feel the brunt of this painful and inevitable consequences of those decisions.
What is this world coming to?

Abortion is a woman's issue, not the government's

By Christina Tischio

In a few months from now, women will be making one of the most important choices for themselves and the next generation of women to come. They will be choosing whether or not to elect a government that will have power to control their bodies with laws concerning abortion. The basis of this decision is commonly mistaken for whether or not the fetus is a "baby" or potential life. This is not the argument. It is the decision whether or not to give the government, a distant and judgmental institution in itself, the right to choose probably the most personal decision a woman will ever make in her life, the choice whether or not to give birth to a child. And that decision belongs to her.

The Republicans are insisting their religious and moral objectives into this situation. Religion has no business being placed within State affairs since this country was built on the premise that no one is required to believe in the same religion or set of values. Instead, the issue is about protecting their religious and moral objectives into this situation. Religion has no business being placed within State affairs since this country was built on the premise that no one is required to believe in the same religion or set of values. Instead, the issue is about
I happened to find myself on the way to dinner in Blanton on August 31. To begin, I noticed some changes as I entered the line. First, plastic silverware! As if that weren't enough, plastic plates! Is Aldan going to threaten my children's future with their non-biodegradable garbage because they can't get someone to wash dishes? Besides, if they plan to charge $5.25 for non-residents they should, at the very least, provide a "real" set up! On to the food. The "selection" was a "chicken cheese thing" which was by all means, aptly named. This was served with your choice of those small skinless potatoes, carrots, or spinach. Yum-Yum. Because of the apparent under staffing, there was only one "station" for the preceding delicacies, even though there were two "stations" with the same items. The other choice was some sort of pasta at the end of the counter with a selection of sauce, with or without meat. To say that this pasta was oily would be an insult to anyone who had the displeasure of eating it. Not to mention the manner in which it was served. "Next," was heard from the unhappy cafeteria lady as she threw a handful, literally, by hand, of the well-oiled pasta to my plate followed by a "cheesy (not!) "Sauce"? I couldn't be too upset, though. They ran out of it around six.

I had arrived at 5:45 and was more than ready to leave by six. There was no soup. The salad bar was, kindly, in disarray to say the very least. When I asked for a roll to sop up my oil with, I was given half a french roll! The long ones! The under staffing, the far less palatable food, the service of said food, the lack of supplies to keep from running out, and the general mess all around the cafeteria brings up one word as far as I am concerned, pathetic!

The understaffing, the far less than palatable food...the lack of supplies to keep from running out brings up one word as far as I am concerned, pathetic!

I was pleased to see such an active interest in the well being of the food I was about to eat. Although I live several miles from campus who have been duped and not yet aware of some circumstances that were advertised but never happened, I can see the general mess all around the Blanton cafeteria, that female creature from hell, who told me last August 31. But, at least I can pluck down my oily would be an insult to anyone who had the displeasure of eating it. Not to mention the manner in which it was served. "Next," was heard from the unhappy cafeteria lady as she threw a handful, literally, by hand, of the well-oiled pasta to my plate followed by a "cheesy (not!) "Sauce"? I couldn't be too upset, though. They ran out of it around six.

I had arrived at 5:45 and was more than ready to leave by six. There was no soup. The salad bar was, kindly, in disarray to say the very least. When I asked for a roll to sop up my oil with, I was given half a french roll! The long ones! The under staffing, the far less palatable food, the service of said food, the lack of supplies to keep from running out, and the general mess all around the cafeteria brings up one word as far as I am concerned, pathetic!

In closing, I would like to say I feel sorry for all the poor residents of this campus who have been duped and will continue to be left out as the service remains the same. I hope for them that it does improve or that I am unaware of some circumstances that were beyond the control of Aldan on the 31. But, at least I can pluck down my five bucks and get a decent meal on mal silverware at almost any local diner.

Kevin Shwoebel
Art Education
JOIN
THE MONTCLARION
TODAY
DON'T WASTE
ANOTHER MINUTE!
$PAIDS$
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
COMICS EDITOR
PRODUCTION EDITOR
PROOFREADERS
TYPESETTERS
WRITERS
893-5169
(WHATTA YA WAITIN' FOR?)
IT'S TIME!!

Let us train you to become a peer counselor . . .
From September 1-18, the
DROP-IN CENTER will be
accepting applications for its
Fall, 1992 training session.

As a DROP-IN CENTER staff member you will obtain valuable counseling skills in areas such as
- Suicide Prevention
- Eating Disorders
- Sexual Assault
- Substance Abuse
- Sexual Identity

Employers value good communication . . . and the list goes on.

So if you are interested in developing valuable interpersonal, organizational and publicity skills as well as helping others while building your own future, call us at 893-5271 or just DROP-IN II

A service of the S.A.A.

PUT THE MAGIC OF THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU!!

- Over 24 hrs. of formal classes
- A choice of working in retailing, attractions, hotels, food services or other WDW cast positions.
- Living with over 1,000 students from all over the world
- Low cost housing • Earn college credit
- The excitement and fun of Central Florida during your leisure time

FOUR GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD GO:
1. Disney is one of America’s Top Corporations. Frequently cited in many business publications for excellence.
2. A good work reference from Disney can greatly improve your chances for employment with any company upon graduation from MSC!
3. There are abundant employment opportunities with the Disney Company and in Central Florida upon graduation from MSC!
4. Over 200 MSC/Disney Alumni know the above is true!

DISNEY IS COMING TO MSC - BE THERE!
WEDNESDAY SEPT 23
(11-1pm STUDENT CENTER RM 419)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
DR. JACK SAMUELS - 893-7073
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - 893-4426
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION - THE COMPETITIVE EDGE!

ATTENTION
THE BOOK STORE
BUY BACK
ENDS
SEPTEMBER 15th!!
Reciepts Required.
Merchandise must be in original condition.
Moshing in the Quad
"Hey buddy, that's my foot"

by Anthony Floreno

So I'm walking down the back alley of the Student Center (you know, where WMSC is) and who should turn the corner but the Dead Milkmen. So I walk up to Joe the guitarist and say, "Hey, you're in the Dead Milkmen... Wow." On September 2, The Dead Milkmen along with special guests Sweet Lizard Illtet played what turned out to be a great free concert. Illtet came on just after 7:30 pm and played their brand of funk!/Chill Pepper influenced rock for nearly an hour. Lead singer Emilio Zef egged the crowd on at the beginning by yelling such things as "Yo, there's a free concert going on here," and "Hey, why not come down and check out the free show?" It worked. By the end of the show, everyone was dancing in the pit. All these things are true.

The Milkmen's 23 song set included new numbers such as "The Conspiracy Song" off their latest album, Soul Rotations and "I Love You! I Hate You" and "If You Love Someone Set Them on Fire," both from Metaphysical Graffiti. The set also had old favorites like "Beach Party Vietnam," "Takin' Yer Tar to the Zoo," "Bitchin' Camaro," and of course their biggest hit, "Punk Rock Girl."

The most interesting part of the show was when Roddy read one of his short stories. An interesting tale of Jerry Lewis and the cure for MD (that's all I can say). The show ended with one encore, a cover of the Yardbird's classic, "Shapes of Things." A fitting end, lyrically speaking, to a great show.

Yes, it's true the Dead Milkmen and Sweet Lizard Illtet played in the Blanton/Bohn quad. Yes, it's true that about 200 people showed up (according to most estimates). Yes, Class One Concerts President Jim Lloyd was seen in the pit. All these things are true.

Forget Ziggy Marley. Forget C & M Music Factory. These two bands proved you don't need a huge sculpture featuring two connected babies' limbs in front of the Calica Fine Arts Building, but no one is exactly sure what it's supposed to mean. The sculpture is the work of Mijo Manchevski, a graduate student currently doing an independent study in Yugoslavia. According to the Fine Arts Department's Professor Swales, the work is meant to be a spoof of the Statue of Liberty's famous pose. Since Mr. Manchevski is not available for comment, the political meaning of the sculpture is up to you.

A closer look at the Dead Milkmen

by Nicole Pistano

I saw you naked and you were chasing a pig
So I led the police to your house and showed em where to dig...

This group of guys are as wacky and unique as their lyrics. The most difficult part of the interview was trying to keep their attention. I had to listen to five minutes of sarcasm before I could get a straight answer.

For example:

Question: So guys, did you all grow up in the same area?

Re:ply: We're from...Planet Planters, Yeah... (As they pointed at the Planet Planters jar of peanuts across the table.)

I should have known from the moment I walked into the room that I was doomed. My first glance at the crew was focused on Rocky. He was lounging in his chair in a deep gaze. His eyes were fixed on his left shoulder where a tattoo of a pyramid toppled off with an eyeball was drawn. When I asked him what it signifies to him he told me to find out.

Well, after a bit of research, I uncovered a few facts about this symbol, which can also be found on the back of a dollar bill, is representative of the "all seeing eye." A popular theory behind the "all seeing eye" is found in a book by Robert Anton Wilson titled Illuminati. The symbol of the organization is the all seeing eye. The organization is so intricate that they have even...

An interview with Sweet Lizard:

Pop culture, selling out and veal

by Chris Miguel

Imagine the poetic eloquence of Jim Morrison, the street-smart savvyness of Ice-T and the looks of Anthony Keidis all rolled into one person. With a ponytail and a nose ring, and an original piece of clothing, a peculiar lime-green fingerless rubber glove on his left hand. This is Mike Kilmer, bass player, vocalists and songwriter for the Hoboken-based band Sweet Lizard Illtet. I had the opportunity to sit in on a live, on-air, pre-concert interview with him last Wednesday. Being a DJ for WMSC FM, the campus radio station (a blatant plug if ever there was one), I was already familiar with the band's music. But sitting there talking to Mike and asking him questions with fellow DJ Dave Schabluk, I could tell this would definitely be a trip into the ozone without a parachute. (Caution: Any readers with closed minds and Z-100 bumper stickers on their cars, please leave the room.)

With that said, enjoy the ride.

CHRIS: I've always wondered...how'd you get the name?

MIKE: Well, we wanted to get a name that would do something to people and relate to the music. So, we...you know, prayed and held rituals every full moon for a couple of years, you know. And I think it was through Venus that the name came down to us through a series of dreams over time.

CHRIS: Did you ever tour under any other names or...

MIKE: Nah. Just one name.

DAVE: Do you guys prefer studio time or live and if it's the same, why? Like, what's...
Before we all left for a glorious summer of sun, surf and slavery (some of us have to work for our tuition money, y’know), I wondered who would be the new King of Late Night. Johnny Carson handed over the reins of The Tonight Show to Jay Leno, and as always, Arsenio Hall is aiming for the throne. Dennis Miller was okay as hosts go and did have a loyal and dedicated following, but the ratings and viewers just weren’t there. Soon, Whoopi Goldberg will toss her dreadlocks into the ring, and the game is about once more.

The king is retired—who’s the new king? Jay Leno is, but for how much longer, nobody knows. Jay and Arsenio have been battling for the #1 spot since Carson’s retirement, and week after week, Jay has kept a shaky hold on it. Back in June, I predicted the race would be pretty much neck and neck, and that has held true, with Jay just sneaking in the lead. Jay still has the old Tonight Show audience plus the new viewers he’s picked up since he took over. Arsenio still has his loyal following, plus who- ever crossed over when Johnny left. In addition, both shows now have their own official “policies.” If you’re on one show first, you’re banned indefinitely from the other one. If Leno books you first, no Arsenio Hall guest spots for you, and vice versa. Cutthroat, ain’t it?

The implementation of these “policies” just shows how close the ratings game is, and how much both hosts want the #1 spot. How much do these two people have to lose? Leno has more to lose than Arsenio. Then again, Leno has a tougher act to follow—Arsenio just has himself. Leno has to prove to the world he’s just as good (if not better) than his predecessor. Arsenio just has to keep up, and every now and then, he overkicks Leno. Both are so eager and desperate to upstage each other, they are forced to use TV guerilla tactics in order to get ahead.

Not that this is anything new. During sweeps months, all four networks try to get the biggest slice of the pie by airing the juiciest tabloid programs, the raciest movies and the most scandalous prime-time dramas. Anything goes, and sometimes it shows.

A little more skin here, a couple doing the nasty on a beach there, it all adds up. What’s interesting is that Jay Leno is on all the NBC affiliates nationwide. Arsenio is here and there. In some areas, he’s on Fox, in others, he’s on local stations (like WWOR in Secaucus). Arsenio is moving in. Jay is simply trying to hold his ground. Either one is giving up or giving in. One thing is certain—if one slips up, the other will not waste any time in going for the jugular.

This is the Late Night War. Look out, Schwarzkopf.

Welcome to the first installment of “Prophecy Bigg.” This idea here is that I, the prophet, will clue you in as to what we can look forward to in the future of the entertainment industry as well as color commentary about current going ons. I also encourage you to drop your entertainment questions at the Montclairion office in the Student Center. Annex room 113. If I can answer your questions, I will in the following issue.

Okay, enough crap. On to the real stuff.

Penney Marshall has been talking recently about bringing an R-rated Laverne and Shirley to the big screen which she will direct, of course.

Universal wants a big screen reunion of Crockett and Tubbs and are currently speaking to Don Johnson and Philip Michael Thomas about the possibility of a Miami Vice feature film. Question: What’s next? The big screen Dallas reunion?

- Have you seen the new show Raven? Personally, I can’t buy Lee Majors, the Six Million Dollar Man, the Fall Guy, as a fat, boozey second banana to a virtu- ally unknown Jeffrey Meek.
- Janet Jackson will make her film debut in John Singleton’s Poetic Justice. She plays Justice, a poetry writing hairdresser.
- Mike Myers stretches his acting ability by playing a T.V. personality who thinks his lovely wife has an unusual hobby in So, I Married An Axe Murderer.
- Steven Spielberg is bringing the Michael Crichton novel Jurassic Park to the big screen in summer blockbuster style. Universal has already laid out some $50 million dollars for the film.
- Late Night with.... Dana Carvey? Hmmm. Maybe G.B. Smith will take over Paula’s keyboards. Not!
- In case you’ve been dead for a year, Ren and Stimpy are still on the air, and as hot as ever. Watch for video games, comics, real product endorsement, and enough other crap to cause future archeologists to call the 90’s the Ren and Stimpy era, which will lie just above the Simpson level.

Arsenio is moving in. Jay is simply trying to hold his ground. Either one is giving up or giving in. One thing is certain—if one slips up, the other will not waste any time in going for the jugular.

This is the Late Night War. Look out, Schwarzkopf.

Ramones back with Mondo Bizarro by Anthony Floreno

After 18 years and 16 albums, The Ramones are still true to the punk-rocker ethic. On this latest album, nearly all of the songs are three minutes or less. In fact, “Poison Heart,” the first single off the album, clocks the longest song at 4:04.

Mondo Bizarro is the Ramones first studio album in three years and the first one on Radioactive Records, after 17 years with Sire Records. The newest member, C. Jay Ramone is on bass, as the replacement for longtime bassist Dee Dee. Founding members Joey on vocals, Johnny on guitar, and Marky on drums round out the well-known line-up.

The Ramones opens up with “Censorship,” a blatan and scathing attack on PMRC head Tipper Gore. With the oft-repeated refrain, “Aw, Tipper come on! Ain’t you been getting it? Just listen to Ozzzy, Zappa, and me!” We’ll show you what its like to be free, this song is sure to be banned by someone.

“Cabbies on Crack” jokes fun at the driving (in)ability of New York City cabbies, while “Heidi is a Headcase” is straightforward Ramones in the “Sheena is a Punk Rocker” vein.

Of course there are classic Ramones songs like “Anxiety” and “The Job That Ate My Brain” with the funny line. My job is such a drag/My boss is such a b**ch.

The one surprise on the album is a cover of the obscure Doors song “Take It All In Comin,” which the Ramones play true to the original.

Three chords, knock you down and kick you on the floor rock n’ roll. Ramones fans old and new will love this latest from the Grateful Dead of the punk scene.
DEAD, from page 19

permitted organizations like the masons, teamsters and even governments, thus the explanation of the symbol on the back of the dollar bill.

What did I really find out about these guys?

Dave, Dean, Rocky and Joe have been together for nine years and have produced six albums. This foursome from the Lorraine Region of Southern France has worked with many bands. When asked who they have opened for Rocky replied, “It is not who we have opened for but who has opened for us...we name a band and we have worked with them...including The Red Hot Chili Peppers and Faith No More.” Guns and Roses even opened for them when they were still known as Five Guns West.

When asked what their major influences were Rocky replied, “It is not so much as who we were influenced by as what we were influences of.” The Irish Folk Chieftains are among the musicians admired by the Dead Milkmen. They are also fans of U2 since they were planning to see their concert that weekend.

The Dead Milkmen are not currently working on any new material. After MSC they will be heading to Maxwells in Hoboken for two shows and another in Asbury Park.

SWEET, from page 19

the good and bad about these two points?

MIKE: It’s like, you know, in the studio you...put it together a piece at a time. And, you know, you get a psychedelic mindset and a binaural coat equipment. You kinda build it up like a sculpture of tripping all night and buggin’ out. And, you know, you’re smokin’ a blunt, you get on stage...and you go your thing together. You get the audience, people jumpin’...and when you’re up there, you kinda...totally becoming involved. It’s more like a lrive-type, right now, on-the-one trip. It’s never the same twice. So they’re both great. We love ’em.

DAVE: Did you ever want to look into the future of playing and recording as is?

MIKE: Yeah, yeah man.

There’s just so many ways to get music tape. I mean, when you think about it, it’s pretty much infinite.

DAVE: Did you ever get lost in the studio, like you can give them a little more reverberation here, a little echo there? Did you ever run into those problems, or you just kinda...play and let it be?

MIKE: Well, you know, it depends on the song. Sometimes you just kick it out live and that’s it. Often we just...mess around for as long as we can...and just kinda has a good times.

CHRIS: Speaking of the music...do you have any major influences that you can think of that really shaped the band?

MIKE: Definitely. Public Enemy, P-Funk, The Wallers, Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, Pink Floyd...Bad Brains.

CHRIS: I think Public Enemy is probably...one of the most influential bands of all time. (A round of "Yeeeah boyz" quickly ensues.)

MIKE: They got it. Interns of commercial music, they are definitely the ones who are running it. Definitely.

DAVE: Commercial music...what do you think about it? Do you think it’s just success? I mean, a lot of times, bands are underground and become very successful, for instance, the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Could you see yourself playing a stadium someday...and having your own little display at Tower Records? It could happen...you’re on Warner Bros.

MIKE: I think it’s all about making money. Because playing for 20,000 people I don’t think feels any better than playing for...200, or by yourself, in terms of the music and in terms of the...maybe the big picture. But you make a lot of money that way, and money is power.

DAVE: Well, it’s inevitable. You get successful, the money comes in...

MIKE: Maybe. You gotta be on the money goes out. Like Biz Markie...his career was destroyed by that cat Gilbert O’Sullivan who used him. I don’t know what he’s gonna do now. Because the business thing...they get you man. They put you down, they let you down, and they keep you down. There’s so many groups out there. I mean, there’s just so much music, and the pop culture wants you to think that what’s on MTV and the radio is the only thing there, when it’s only a tiny percentage of it.

DAVE: Would it bother you if your fame is only...hum...when you sell it out? How would you feel about that?

MIKE: We probably already have fans who think we sold out, because we used to be into...much more avant-garde stuff than we do now. So it’s relative. Yeah, I’m sure I’d be bothered by it sometimes.

DAVE: What was your first experience with...standing there saying “Wow man, these people are freaking out over me, I’m not even on stage!”

MIKE: Probably the first time...I was on stage in one of our first gigs, and I took my shirt off and all my younger sister’s friends...these girls were like screaming!

DAVE: Do you get into that whole fan thing?

MIKE: Well, you know, it depends. Sometimes you...totally get into the mood. It feels good, a lot. But when you get down to it, it’s not gonna make your life.

DAVE: Do you have any shows you want to just plug away out here?

MIKE: (Pauses) We’re take a couple of weeks off so the percussion player Wylie (Wirth) can go to Amsterdam and hang out with his lover for a while. And then when he gets back...I think we’re gonna play the Limelight on Tuesday, the 22nd with this band Arro...next time.

CHRIS: Are you going to be cutting any more studio albums or live albums, any kinda stuff coming out in the stores?

MIKE: Not in the near...or the...or the...or the...or the...we’re gonna tour with B a s e a d...helps. ‘Cause we’re...bad. ‘Cause we’re...bad. ‘Cause we’re...bad. ‘Cause...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...we...
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes

Eight hundred and seventy-three million...

Six hundred and sixty thousand...

This gets erased when the numbers are big.

Calvin and Hobbes

Yes, Calvin!

Miss Wormwood: I'm a fierce advocate of the separation of church and state.

Calvin: Nevertheless, I feel the need for spiritual guidance and comfort as I face the day's struggles.

Miss Wormwood: So I was wondering if I could slip down, dress myself with modesty, and eat like this little effete of you in a non-denominational sort of way!

Calvin and Hobbes

I don't wanna take a bath. I don't wanna take a bath. You can't make me

Calvin: I wish I was dead! I hate you all! I hate everything! Arrrgghh!

Calvin: Whenever I hear about people trying to resurrect the dead, meow! I want to scream.

Calvin and Hobbes
NEXT WEEK...
HELP WANTED

Typesetters for The Montclarion. Stop in and fill out an application. 113 Student Center Annex.

Proofreaders needed for The Montclarion. Stop in and fill out an application. 113 Student Center Annex.

$11.25 /HR. PART-TIME - SALES
No Experience Necessary
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ
LOCATION
CALL (201) 305-5950

Work on your own! Earn CASH, FREE TRIPS and MORE!!
Openings available to promote our SPRING and WINTER packages.
Call Epicurean Tours TODAY.
(800) 231-4-FUN

**WANTED** Campus Representatives to promote Spring Break and Ski trips. Earn free trip + cash!! Call 1-800-862-7325

Models needed for fashion and glamour photography. Call (201) 942-1179

ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS - COMMUNICATION MAJORS - PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJORS
Would you like to gain experience in fundraising, communications and sales? This is the perfect opportunity for you! IDC, a fundraising firm, is looking for students to work part-time evenings and weekends from our Bloomfield, NJ office. High starting hourly rate plus incentives! Please contact MAURA at 338-6302 after 1:00 pm weekdays.

Female model needed by Freelance, part-time photographer. No nudity, no experience required. Trim waist a must. $20/hour.
(201) 823-8750

PART TIME
TELEMARKETING
Looking for aggressive people to work either 9 am to 1 pm or 4 pm to 8 pm Flexible Days. Average $8-$12 an hour. Call 227-8802

CHILD CARE

P/T help wanted:
Responsible individual to transport two children from Nishuane school (in Montclair) to aftercare program (in Clifton). 15 minute drive each way, Monday-Friday. Must have own car and excellent driving record. Perfect for college student needing some extra money. Leave message at 509-1336

Upper Montclair - RENT FREE
One and a half rooms and board in exchange for minimal childcare. Kitchen, Laundry, Parking included. Female, non-smoker must have car and childcare experience. Leave message at 509-2288

Child Supervision needed for 14 and 9 yr. old. M-F from 3-6:30. Pick up at school in Glen Ridge. Must be very dependable and have own transportation. Non-smoker. References. Start immediately. Please call 748-6382

Babysitter needed after-school for 10 yr old girl in Montclair. Transportation req. 6 pm-8 pm daily. Call 902-0762 (after 8 pm) (212) 516-4097 (day).

Large private room and bath available for female student in exchange for 2-3 weekday evenings of childcare. Call 743-1337

Part time childcare needed afternoons a few days per week. Must be reliable and enjoy children. Please call 783-3262

Babysitter needed to care for 7 mo old in my Verona home. Approx 15 hm/wk. Can work w/ in your class schedule. 857-4381

WANTED: BABYSITTER WITH CAR FOR FUN 7 YEAR OLD BOY. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS AND SOME OTHER OCCASIONS. $6.00 PER HOUR. CLOSE TO COLLEGE. CALL EVENINGS: 783-4074

Student who enjoys children to care for 4 yr old in our Upper Montclair home, Monday & Wednesdays 2:30 pm-6:30 pm, Tuesday 3:30pm-8:30 pm.

and Friday 1:30 pm-6:30 pm. Will consider sharing job between between 2 students. References required. Call 783-9908

Childcare/companion Monday -Thursday, great, independent 10 yr old kid needs afterschool pick up/drop off to dance/music lessons. Must have own transportation. Approx. 12-15 hrs. per week. Call 509-6698.

Needed, someone to stay with my 10 yr old daughter from 4 pm - 5 pm on Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. Our home is near the college. $25 wkly w/ opportunity to earn more. Please call Sherryl Connelly at 201-744-6959 aft. 6 pm weeknights or anytime on the weekends.

After school child care for 6 yr old boy. 5-7 pm daily, in Montclair 744-9180 Call after Sept. 6

ADVERTISING

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25-30 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN: CLASSIFIEDS

Please Recycle
Your Montclarion

Entertainment

Classical Lite
Personal Guitar Instruction tailored to your time and interest.
Call 201-783-0545

Horace the Clown
The best clown around!
A professional show for all occasions.
Fun! Affordable!
Call 423-9227

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
Coppertone® Spring Break Trips
EARN CASH & FREE TRIP(S)
Cancun • Bahamas
South Padre Island • Jamaica
We handle booking/You handle sales
1-800-222-4432 M-F 9-5PM

WANTED
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
Coppertone Spring Break Trips
EARN CASH & FREE TRIP(S)

Cancun • Bahamas
South Padre Island • Jamaica
We handle booking/You handle sales
1-800-222-4432 M-F 9-5PM

Part-Time Sales
$11.25 /Hour

- No Experience Necessary
- All Majors
- Flexible Hours

Upper Montclair, NJ
Location

NSI
National Services Inc.
Please Call:
(201) 305-5950

The Montclarion Classifieds
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**Sports**

**Volleyball vows to fly high in '92**

*by Mark Alan Belnay*

The knee pads are back on and the nets have been raised in anticipation of the upcoming volleyball season here at MSC. The team returns after a 9-19 season in 1991 that considered a stepping stone for the high expectations that the team will face this season. Head coach Anita Kubicka, in her third year at MSC, will lead a talented team into a season that may be the pinnacle of a growth process that began last year at the Stockton Tournament at Stockton State College in Pomona.

Returning to lead the charge in 1992 are Tori Muller, a junior from Connack, New York and Denise Chouinard, a senior from Cresskill. Muller, the 1991 NJAC Rookie of the Year and Chouinard are to compliment one another with their on the court talent in addition to taking the rest of the team to a higher level when they are on the court together.

When asked about this year's squad, Chouinard had this to say, "We have a lot of potential, and I think we can go real far this year."

Kubicka views the '92 team as the "best talent I've seen on a volleyball court here at MSC."

Expectations are high despite conference battles with Kean, Rutgers Newark, Stockton State and Ramapo. The team is packed with a deep bench talent that includes excellent setters and hitters that have a hard year together to grow as a unit. The schedule includes seven consecutive home games from September 19 to October 3. The homestand features games with NYC, William Paterson, and Fairleigh Dickinson.

Despite financial restraints, six members of the team's roster will not be running this season. Unfortunately, because of the state's legislation cuts in financial aid many student-athletes are unable to participate," Blanton said. Two members of the squad that Blanton is depending on for leadership are Wayne Dennis, a freshman transfer from Essex County College and Sharon Lindo (junior/Brooklyn), who was last year's team captain and a 1991 All-BACCAC performer. Two runners who will not be running who have previously run are Brian Major (junior/Lakeshore) and Jennifer Welch (senior/Dover). Both were selected to the 1990 All-Conference team and have decided not to run for personal reasons. Blanton, the former head track coach at Clifford Scott High School in East Orange for three years, took over the MSC cross country program in 1988. At that time, the team only had four runners. Since then, Blanton has turned the program around. "This program has grown tremendously. We are never content. We are always trying to better our last performance," said Blanton.

The young Red Hawks' first test will come on September 25 at the Monmouth Invitational in Holmdel.

![Carlos Gaspar](image)

Perfecto! Men's hoops returns from Spain undefeated

*by Keith A. Idee*

When the MSC men's basketball team headed for Malaga, Spain on its nine-day, three-game tour, no one expected the Red Hawks to return home with three victories. However, the eight-man Red Hawk squad did just that.

The trip was arranged by former MSC guard Carlos Gaspar, who now plays for Club Candido in Spain. MSC President Irvin Reid and Athletic Director Gregory Lockard accompanied Head Coach Nick DelTufo and his Red Hawks on the trip.

MSC began its three-game set with C.B. Marabella, a semi-professional team from the city of Marabella, The Red Hawks fell behind by 15 points in the first half, but managed to battle back, as this one went right down to the wire. With five seconds left, MSC was down 72-71 and had senior-forward Lee Mullins at the foul line. Mullins hit the first free-throw to tie the game, but missed the second. The missed free-throw was rebounded by forward Chris Jackson, who missed his shot- attempt. Then, in dramatic fashion, the high-flying Mullins grabbed the rebound and sank a three-foot jumper at the buzzer to give the Red Hawks a 74-72 victory.

The second victory of the trip came a little easier for MSC. The Red Hawks pounded Club Candido (Gaspar's team) 109-83. The real highlights came after this game was played on the court. The players from both teams exchanged greetings and gifts. Also, Club Candido threw a banquet for the players.

1992 MSC Fall Sports Schedule Corrections

Please disregard September 12 Cortland games for the following teams:

Women's Soccer
Field Hockey
Volleyball

Each schedule begins with the following game:

For field hockey start with September 17th game

**The Montclarion**

**Friday, September 11, 1992**
Women's soccer seeks to reach playoffs in just third year

by Michael Frasco

After just two seasons as a varsity sport, women's soccer at MSC has made great strides and is not looking back.

Although the team finished its inaugural season at 4-10-1, head coach Peter Latartara and his players turned things around in 1991 as the team finished at 8-7.

As this season gets underway, the Red Hawks, who play in the ECAC, are looking to better that mark and perhaps reach the playoffs.

But don't expect the team to improve by playing easy opponents. That's not Latartara's style. The third year coach is a firm believer in scheduling challenging opponents. Of the 17 regular season games the team will play, six will consist of nationally-ranked opponents.

To improve upon last year's mark, Latartara recruited some new faces. Maybe the most notable is freshman forward Renee Hanaka.

"She has incredible tenacity and shooting touch," Latartara said.

Another highly regarded newcomer is sophomore goalie Jessica Vankat. "Jessica is a good goalie and has done very well so far," Latartara said.

"Concerning the teams overall strength, Latartara said, "We have uniformly good skills (good passing) and have added a little speed on the attack. This will make the team more balanced on defense and in front."

Peter Latartara

On the other hand, Latartara noted the unit needs to improve on its transition from attacking to defending. He said, "We need selflessness. We must discharge the responsibilities on all 11 players."

If Latartara can get that kind of cooperation from his players, his goals of the team playing better each time out and reaching the playoffs will certainly remain within reach.

New field hockey coach optimistic despite thin roster and young team

by Keith A. Idec

Barbara Brown accepted a tough position when she was named MSC's head field hockey coach last week. The former Montclair High coach took over a team that went 1-11-1 in 1991 and had only nine players on its roster going into yesterday's opener with C.W. Post. Nine players is the minimum amount that a team can play according to NCAA regulations.

Although the team started out with 15 players on its roster, six players are no longer active due to injury or academic ineligibility. "We may set the record for the least amount of players on an NCAA field hockey roster," Brown said.

Despite the lack of players, Brown remains optimistic. "We have four talented freshmen, and five sophomores whom I expect solid contributions from. We should have a full squad by the third game of the season. Also, we'll get leadership from returning captain Marian Dua."

Since being named coach, Brown has developed a close relationship with her small, young team. "She has stressed that a positive attitude is a major key to success. "There is no room for negativity in this program," she said.

Brown has been encouraged by the continuing interest in MSC field hockey. "Almost everyday someone new comes out for the team and they have shown that they have some impressive skills." Brown also has a surprise player whom she feels will be "a key player." To avoid putting pressure on the walk-on, Brown chose not to name her.

The young coach comes to MSC with plenty of high school coaching experience. Prior to her two-year stint at Montclair High, Brown coached at Paramus Catholic, Butler, and Madison. She took the Red Hawk job because she has come to MSC to work on her Master's degree. Thus, the resignation of former field hockey coach Debbie Ballway came at a perfect time for Brown, who graduated from the University of Delaware in 1984.

After moving around from job to job, Brown believes that she has finally found a home at MSC.

WANT TO WAIVE THAT SPEECH GER?

Register for the Speech Waiver/Placement Evaluation on Monday, October 5 or Wednesday, October 7. This evaluation is a service offered to MSC students to determine if they can waive the Speech Communication Requirement.

Times of registration are from 10 to 1, 2 to 5 and 6 to 8. The registration table will be outside the Speech and Theatre Office, Rm. A126, Life Hall. Registration fee is $20.

For further information, contact Katie Sarles, 893-4217
**Football looks to rebound from mediocre '91 season**

*Last year's 5-5 mark doesn't sit well with players*

**by Michael Frasco**

As the Red Hawk football team embarks on the 1992 campaign, two things are certain: the team is young and it is talented. This youth, has arrived as a cohesive unit or if it may need a few games to let maturity set in.

Last season, the Red Hawks were also a young and talented bunch, however after opening up with an 18-7 loss to Manhattan University, the team soon fell to 1-3 and continued with an up and down campaign, eventually finishing with a disappointing 5-5 record.

According to head coach Rick Giancola, last year's mediocre showing has fueled his players to work that much harder to ensure more victories this time around. He said, "The team seems to be in fairly good condition and that's a tribute to the players responding to last year's 5-5 record."

Giancola has also been pleased with his team's overall work ethic in pre-season camp. The 10th year coach said, "The players have tried to learn and understand the concepts. It is now a question of repetition and putting things together in time well enough to win."

Offensively, the Red Hawks will rely heavily on senior tailback John Walker, who certainly knows how to put together yardage. The All-American candidate has compiled 2,672 yards over three seasons and is just 271 yards shy of becoming MSC's all-time leading rusher. Quarterbacking the Red Hawks will be third-year starter Steve Banas. After learning the system freshman year and a disappointing sophomore season, Banas now needs to step forward as a leader. He has two exceptional receivers in sophomores Tremaine Wimbler and Tyrone Rolls, so clearly Banas is the determining factor because if he plays well, the offense should play equally as well. Furthermore, if Banas passes well, defenses will not be able to key soley on Walker.

Of course, Banas will only be able to guide the offense if he gets adequate protection from his offensive line. This poses an uncertain question as four starters were lost from last season. As a result, the line will consist mainly of underclassmen. Giancola said, "The line should be very limited in as game experience. Only Don Foral (right guard) has come back from last season. "We are looking for us this year...I like what I see there, it just needs time to develop...to mature."

According to the defensive line, the Red Hawks will look for senior noseguard Larry Thompson to be the focal point. Over the last three seasons Thompson has been consistent, registering 17 sacks and causing over 150 yards in losses to the opposition. These numbers just begin to show why Thompson is recognized as an All-American candidate this year.

So, if Banas and Thompson on the line will be some new starters due to the losses of John Stobie and Derrick Williams, Giancola said, "They're not veterans but they have the experience, so they will be our best bet."

**Men's soccer seeks repeat of last season's magic**

*by Keith A. Idee*

The MSC's men's soccer team enjoyed a high level of success in 1991, head coach Rob Chesney's first season at the helm. The Red Hawks finished at 13-4 (7-2 NJAC), and made their third consecutive trip to the NCAA tournament.

Chesney hopes that his team can achieve that type of success in his second season, but that could be a tall order to fill. The squad has lost six seniors to graduation, including stars Tom Estes, Gus Moramarco, and John Rubineti, who has returned as an assistant coach for the '92 campaign. This has given the team a very different look.

Since 1988, MSC has produced a record of 61-20-4. The major component to that success has been excellent defense. Last season, the Red Hawks tied the school record by allowing only three goals all season.

This season the defense will be anchored by All-American Dom Bucci. The senior captain from Edison was last season's Defensive MVP. "Once again, we will look for Edison to lead our team from the back. He is probably the best sweeper in Division III and that says a lot because there are a lot of talented players," said Chesney.

Bucci will be helped out defensively by junior Hugo Munoz (Bayonne/Hudson Catholic) and Ozzi Nurendi (W. Caldwell/Caldwell). These two players are highly skilled and have college soccer experience. Rounding out the defense will be juniors Melken Noriega (Hackenback/Hackenack) and Julio Cengere (Paterson/Don Bosco Tech), sophomores Mario Batelli (Totowa/Patrick Valley) and Paul Peluso (Garwood/Bearey Reg.), and red-shirt freshman Jimmy Reddy (Hazlet/Raritan).

Offensively, the Red Hawks should be in good shape as well. The forwards will be led by senior-tri-captain Guillermo Siles (Lima, Peru), who was named an Adidas Academic Regional All-American last season. "We are looking for Guillermo to step up as a real leader for us this year," stated Chesney. Sophomore Erik Neubart (Livingston/Livingston) is expected to be a major contributor after showing promise as a freshman. "With a solid year of learning behind him, we feel he can score many goals this season," said Chesney.

Other forwards who are expected to see playing time are freshmen Carlos Hahnz out of Ridgewood Park and transfer Jim LaGarde, who comes in as a freshman out of Goshen, New York.

The midfield lost three of its four starters, with senior-tri-captain Fernando Barboto (Paterson/Don Bosco Tech) being the only returning starter. Two freshmen "The bottom line is if everyone comes in ready to work, accepts their roles, is totally dedicated to the team, and gives 100 percent every game, we will be successful" are being counted on to contribute heavily in the midfield. Hamzah Alhannim, who comes from Saudi Arabia, has been labeled "as talented a player as you’ll find in any division." Alex Zapata, a native of Columbia, has a lot of experience and should make an impact immediately.

The MSC goal will be kept by junior Mark Williams. The Holmdel native saw time at goalie last season and will see his role become bigger this year, because he is the only goalkeeper on the Red Hawks' roster with experience at this level. Chesney knows he can count on Williams, but he believes that factor can be the difference between his team and another football team. Perhaps the added talent the Red Hawks possess will, in fact, make the difference. The only question that remains then, is have the Red Hawks prepared and worked hard enough to do it in time for this Saturday?